Constructing an MLA 8th styled citation focuses on core elements that resources share: author, title, publisher, and date, among other elements. Therefore, a book published in print and available electronically is the same basic citation with the inclusion of the database name or URL for the electronic version. Most of the examples here illustrate an electronic resource. Simply ignore the URL element as appropriate, depending on your actual resource. Follow your instructor's directions when in doubt about including URLs and date accessed.

**Journal (Database)**


**Magazine (Database)**


**Reference Source (Database) Article in a multivolume encyclopedia:**


**Reference Source (Database) Dictionary or encyclopedia entry:**

**Web Site**

**Book (Print) Book with two authors in a numbered series:**

**Book (Print) Entire book with three authors:**

**Book (Database) Anthology and reprint:**

**Interview (Personal) Interview you conducted:**

**Newspaper (Database)**

**Television or Radio Program (Website)**

**Television or Radio Program (Database)**

Adapted from NoodleTools Express’ MLA formatting guide. Visit their webpage for additional resource types and a handy citation builder. [https://my.noodletools.com/noodlebib/express.php](https://my.noodletools.com/noodlebib/express.php)
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